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Abstract The Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) idiom consists of utilizing a cloud
or other server infrastructure to host the user’s desktop environment as a virtual desktop. Typical for cloud and DaaS services is the pay-as-you-go pricing
model in combination with the availability of multiple subscription types to accommodate the needs of the users. However, optimal cost-efficient allocation of
the virtual desktops to the infrastructure proves to be a combinatorial NP-hard
problem, for which a heuristic is presented in the current article. We present a
cost model for the DaaS service, from which a revenue of different configurations of virtual desktops to the servers can be derived. In this cost model, both
subscription fee and penalties for degraded service are recorded, that are described in Service Level Agreements (SLAs) between the service provider and
the users, and make realistic assumptions that different subscription types
result in particular SLA contracts. The heuristic proposed states that for a
given user base for which the virtual desktops (VDs) must be hosted, the VDs
should be spread evenly over the infrastructure. Experiments through discrete
event simulation show that this heuristic yields an approximation within 1%
of the theoretically achievable revenue.
Keywords User profile · subscription type · cloud computing · resource
overbooking · resource allocation · DaaS

1 Introduction
As cloud computing emerged, the possibilities of remote computing (i.e., the
paradigm where heavy computations are not executed on the terminal but
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rather on a remote server), regained public attention. The advantages of ubiquitous access to personal data and applications without the need for complex
configuration and maintenance of hardware and upgrades has proven to appeal
to the general community and has even been put forward as a fifth utility [1].
From a sustainable environment point-of-view, sharing computing resources
between users provides opportunities to optimize the resource distribution.
Instead of overprovisioning personal computers that are largely underutilized
during their lifecycle, resources can be leased adequately. For example, volunteer computing initiatives such as BOINC [2] and XtremWeb [3] use the
spare resources of personal computers of volunteers for scientific or other computational work. With over 250,000 volunteers and nearly 600,000 computers
contributing to BOINC as of March 10, 2013, an average (measured over 24
hours) of 9.716 PFLOPS is available this way. Although being aware that no
homogeneous computer network is used, this would comply to an average of
over 16 GFLOPS spare computing resources per computer.
In this light, the Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) idiom is particularly interesting. This technology consists of providing remote desktop services using
cloud computing, typically by executing virtual machines that host an entire
desktop environment for the users, hence the term Virtual Desktop (VD). The
user connects to his VD using a thin client protocol (e.g., Microsoft Remote
Desktop Protocol (RDP) [4] or Virtual Network Computing (VNC) [5]), using
a viewer device that merely requires to be capable of transceiving user input
and graphical responses over the network and handling user interaction. At the
cloud site, multiple VDs can be co-hosted on a physical server. The incentives
for the service provider to optimally employ computing resources to ensure a
high Return on Investment (RoI) naturally drive towards placing the spare
resources of one user’s VD on the server at the disposal of an other’s. However, as customer base size and customer satisfaction are also an important
factor in the revenue model of the service provider, the resource sharing must
be managed adequately. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are the contracts
between the customer and the service provider, that aim to define rights and
duties of both parties in order to describe the mutual expectations, and hence
serve as a model for the customer satisfaction. If fair SLAs are negotiated, the
service provider can expect the users to be satisfied if the provider keeps true
to the duties defined in the contract. This way, the negotiated SLAs serve as
a means to reconcile the interests of the customers and the service provider,
where there is a low probability for the user to experience resource shortages
while the server infrastructure utilization is highly profitable.
In a practical interpretation, the number of SLA violations i.e., occurrences
that the demanded resources comprised in the subscription could not be allocated to the users VD, can be seen as a measure of the reliability of the
resource provisioning. The service provider sets those guarantees differently
depending on the subscription type (and hence the paid service fee), allowing
for different margins on service quality. In this work, we have focused on compute resources. In practice, a shortage of compute resources will be perceived
by the user as extended application execution times. In the case of scientific
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applications that are executed on High Performance Computing (HPC) clusters and are non-interactive by nature, a slightly longer execution time in the
order of seconds or minutes for bulk tasks could typically be tolerated. However, this paper focuses on virtual desktops with a more interactive nature,
i.e., a remote graphical interface that is to be operated over a network. In such
environments, in total about 150 ms of end-to-end latency from user mouse
or keyboard action to presentation of the result to the user, or in more delay
sensitive cases e.g., gaming, only 80 ms is tolerable [6]. In this case, the decreased compute resources on the server will have a considerable impact on
the interactivity and the overall Quality of Experience (QoE). A gold user will
have more guarantees on the resources allocated and hence on superior quality,
while a silver user will need to accept a relatively inferior quality.
In this paper, we focus on the resource management in DaaS, proposing
a service cost model taking user subscription fees and SLA contract violation penalties into account. Using this model, the DaaS service provider can
optimize the resource utilization as described above while keeping the user
satisfied, thereby optimizing service revenue. In this model, we specifically
account for multiple user subscription types, where users pay a different fee
for the service, expecting adequate service quality in return. We investigate
how these subscription types influence the strategies for distributing virtual
desktops in the server park.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Related work is discussed in Section 2. The parameters of the model of the envisioned DaaS
service are described in Section 3. Our simulation environment used and the
obtained experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section 5.

2 Related work
In prior work [7], we proposed allocation, reallocation and consolidation strategies based on overbooking without accounting for different user subscriptions.
The current paper leverages this prior work to derive models that take user
subscription types into account that incorporate different subscription fees,
SLA policies and SLA violation penalties.
Resource algorithms for static workloads of web applications in a virtualized service hosting platform are presented in [8]. The metric used in these
algorithms is the yield which is defined as the ratio between the resource fraction allocated and the maximum resource fraction potentially used. Furthermore, the algorithms assume static workloads, i.e., workloads with a constant
resource need. However, this assumption is not valid for the DaaS cuse studied
in this paper. In our work, the resource requests are modeled as a non-constant
probability distribution. Also, in our cost model, penalties for SLA violations
are taken into account to base our equivalent for the yield function and allocation decisions on.
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Resource overbooking techniques have been studied in various contexts,
e.g., in the field of video-on-demand servers [9] and Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) networks [10]. Such overbooking methods stem from revenue
management [11], and are related to pricing models. In the current work, overbooking is also associated with different pricing models to represent a realistic
cost model. Furthermore, since our work considers stochastic resource request
models, the models derived here resemble approaches typically encountered
in classic logistic overbooking situations with stochastic no-shows or cancelations existing in airline [12] or hotel services [13]. The importance of resource
overbooking and application profiling in a shared internet hosting platform is
demonstrated in [14]. The target is to maximize the revenue of the resource
provider. It is shown that by co-hosting different kinds of services (IO bound
vs. CPU bound) on the servers instead of dedicating servers to one specific service type, the service hosting efficiency can be further increased. In particular,
the paper shows that combining a network intensive Apache web service with a
compute intensive PostgreSQL backend service allows supporting 2 to 4 times
more applications with equal infrastructure than partitioning the servers into
specialized Apache and Postgres instances. This optimized service placement
policy allows a lower price for the DaaS service as the cost per VD decreases.
In contrast to our work, the case of different subscription types contending for
the same class of resources is not studied. Our work assumes contention for
a single resource type, i.e., compute resources. However, the model and approach could be extended to optimize placement of services with requirements
for multiple resource types.

3 Infrastructure and user model
We derive a model for allocation of VDs in DaaS based on the trade-off between costs and revenue for the service provider. VDs are defined in terms of
a request distribution, which is essentially modeled as a probability density
function of the amount of resources requested by the VD. Typically, customers
pay a monthly fee to subscribe to the service and pay for the used resources
on a pay-as-you-go basis for DaaS. The subscription type the customer opts
for defines the fee, the amount of resources that will be put available to the
customer’s VD as well as the service quality guarantee. This service quality
guarantee is defined in an SLA, that states in which fraction of the requests,
the requested resources will be allocated to the VD. In this view, an SLA violation is a term used to indicate the event that the service provider fails to
provide the resources as described in the SLA. To further formalize the quality guarantees, the SLA also specifies the modalities form compensation for
SLA violations. In our model, the guarantee to avoid SLA violations is implemented as a reservation of resources according to the VD request distribution.
For example, an SLA contract guaranteeing that in 90% of the requests, the
requested resources will be allocated to the VD, can be enforced by reserving the 90th percentile of the request distribution of the VD. However, the
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amount of reserved resources limits the number of VDs hosted on the server.
Furthermore, there is a probability that fewer resources will be requested than
reserved. Both observations have fed the popularity of applying overbooking as
a method to increase the utilization of the server infrastructure. This technique
involves reserving less resources for the VDs than needed to ensure meeting
the negotiated allocation guarantee.
For the derivation of the revenue models in this section, a staged approach
is taken. First, the case of hosting VDs without taking overbooking into account is investigated. Then, the effect of overbooking is evaluated, in the assumption that a VD can not acquire additional resources except for those
reserved for the VD. Finally, overbooking is considered where a VD can be
allocated free resources available on the server due to underreservation of the
capacity or non-utilization of reserved resources.
3.1 No overbooking
We first examine the case when no overbooking is applied, i.e., where all users
are guaranteed to receive the requested resources at all times. We are interested
in finding the optimal selection of users on a server. In other words, we look
for the number of VDs ni from N subscription types that maximizes the total
revenue for the service provider, within the constraint that no more resources
can be reserved than available on the server, as in Equation (1).

Revenueh =

N
X

ni,h αi

i=1

subject to

N
X

ni,h Ri ≤ Ch

(1)

i=1

with:
N = the
ni,h = the
αi = the
Ri = the
Ch = the

number of user subscription types
number of VDs of subscription type i on hosting server h
revenue from VDs of subscription type i
resources reserved for VDs of subscription type i
capacity of the hosting server h

Solving this optimization problem using the method of Lagrange multipliαi
, i.e.,
ers [15] yields two distinct cases. The first represents the case in which R
i
the revenue per reserved resource, is equal for each subscription type. In this
case, there is no preference of hosting one type of VD over another. Otherwise,
a given subscription type would yield more revenue per reserved resource, implying that this subscription type is preferred over others to allocate resources
to.
Adding to the obtained optimal solution, the DaaS service provider can optimize the servers utilization factor by grouping VDs such that the unreserved
resources on the server are minimized.
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3.2 Overbooking
Applying overbooking implies more resources are contracted than physically
available on the server infrastructure. The degree of overbooking defines how
many resources are underreserved, and has an impact on the probability of
allocating less resources to the user than reserved. Due to this overbooking,
there is no absolute guarantee that customers will be allocated the requested
resources as described in the SLA, introducing costs in the form of penalties.
For the DaaS provider, overbooking creates the opportunity to host additional
VDs on a server.
Revenuei = αi + βi P [Ri − ODi < req ≤ Ri ]
= αi + βi (Fi (Ri ) − Fi (Ri − ODi ))

(2)

with:
ODi = the amount of underreserved resources for VDs of subscription
type i
req = the amount of resources requested by the VD
βi
= the cost (penalty) involved when a VD of subscription type i is
not allocated the requested resources (with βi < 0)
Fi (r) = the cumulative probability distribution of resource request sizes
from VDs with subscription type i
From the revenue model for individual subscription types in Equation (2),
we construct a model including the varying subscription types to evaluate how
VDs can be optimally selected to maximize total revenue on the host server
in Equation (3).

Revenueh =

N
X

[ni,h (αi + βi (Fi (Ri ) − Fi (Ri − ODi )))]

i=1

subject to

N
X

[ni,h (Ri − ODi )] = Ch

(3)

i=1

Again, applying the method of Lagrange multipliers yields two cases. In the
i )−Fi (Ri −ODi ))
is identical for all subscription types. This
first case, αi +βi (Fi (R
Ri −ODi
means that the trade-off between earned subscription fees and incurred penalties for SLA violations per actually reserved resource should be constant over
the different subscription types. Note that based on the overbooking degree,
the parameters α and β will vary. More specifically, from the overbooking
degree fixed over the entire infrastructure, the conditions are computed in
function of the values for αi and βi which vary per subscription type. Hence,
all VDs of an equal subscription type are subject to the same α and β. In
the second case, the revenue per subscription type differs, implying that one
subscription type is preferred to be hosted over others.
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3.3 Resource pool
The previous cases ignore that spare resources on the server can also be used to
accommodate VDs that request more resources than reserved. Especially when
overbooking is applied, distributing spare capacity at runtime will decrease the
penalties incurred by SLA violations. To this end, the unreserved resources and
the reserved but unused resources from the VDs are gathered into a resource
pool.
As users from different subscription types exhibit particular resource request patterns they also differ in the average amount of resources contributed
and extracted from the resource pool. The probability distribution of the
amount of resources contributed to the resource pool per VD, is presented
in Equation (4) and depends on the request distribution of the VD. We consider a positive amount of added resources to the resource pool as this allows
to characterize the distribution of the initial resource pool size. Therefore,
the probability of adding a negative amount of resources is 0. In case a VD
requests more resources than there have been reserved for, no resources can
be added to the resource pool, hence the probability of adding 0 resources
to the resource pool equals P [req ≥ Ri − ODi ] = 1 − Fi (Ri − ODi ). A VD
adding a positive amount of resources x results from requesting x resources
less than reserved. Hence, the probability of adding this x resources is equal to
fi (Ri − ODi − x). An analog deduction can be made to obtain the distribution
of resources extracted from the resource pool.

0
ai (x) = 1 − Fi (Ri − ODi )

fi (Ri − ODi − x)

x<0
x=0
x>0

(4)

with:
fi (r) = the probability distribution function of resource request sizes from
VDs with subscription type i
The average amount of resources added to the resource pool per VD can
be derived from
R ∞ this distribution as the weighted average of the possible values
E[Addi ] = −∞ xai (x)dx. The average size of the resource pool can then be
written as in Equation (5).

E[ResourceP oolSizeh ] = C −

N
X

(ni,h (Ri − ODi ))

i=1

+

N
X
(ni,h E[Addi ])

(5)

i=1

Although it is possible to compute the total resource request size distribution, the resource pool size distribution and the distribution of total resource
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demanded from the resource pool that results from the simultaneous requests
of the VDs on a server, they do not allow to draw any conclusions on the probability of experiencing SLA violations per individual VD or per VD subscription
category. More specifically, the influence of the availability of a resource pool
that can accommodate additional resources needed by the VDs on the host
will decrease the probability of SLA violations, but the exact value is hard to
model theoretically in a closed form.

3.4 Allocating Virtual Desktops in the cloud infrastructure
As the server park is composed of individual physical machines, a strategy
needs to be divised to allocate VDs to their machines. Theoretically, this translates into an NP-hard bin-packing problem as discussed in detail in [16]. As
discussed in [7], the allocation of VDs to the available servers needs to be
regularly re-assessed due to the dynamic arrival and departure process of the
customers and consolidation of VDs for the sake of putting servers into sleep
mode for energy-saving purposes. More specifically, exhaustively computing
the optimal configuration of number of VDs ni of all subscription types involves assessing a full factorial over all servers, from which the combination
with the highest total revenue must be chosen. As the number of servers in
cloud computing infrastructure typically are large and the number of subscription types can be considerable as well, and this exhaustive search method does
not scale well, it is not appropriate for run-time execution. Therefore, we propose a heuristic method to arrive at a suitable distribution of the VDs over
the available servers. This heuristic is based on solving a relaxed problem that
serves as an estimate to the original problem. In a second step in the heuristic
method, the solution of the estimated problem is approached for the original
problem statement.
The original allocation optimization problem is described in Equation (6),
stating that the service revenue should be maximized from choosing the combined optimal configuration of users over all servers.
M ax

M
X

!
Revenueh

h=1

subject to

N
X

(ni,h Ri ) ≤ Ch

(6)

i=1

with:
M = the number of servers available in the infrastructure
The constraints in this problem have been relaxed such that the server
park is approached as one instance with a capacity of the sum of all servers,
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in which all VDs should be allocated, as formulated in Equation (7).
!
M
X
M ax
Revenueh
h=1

subject to

M X
N
X

(ni,h Ri ) ≤

h=1 i=1

M
X

Ch

(7)

h=1

Given the optimization constraints derived in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2
and assuming that the current set of VDs to allocate to the infrastructure is
known, the overbooking degree and pricing model can be set. Hence, solving
this relaxed problem yields an upper bound on the revenue achievable with
the hosting infrastructure. Specifically, as a result of relaxing the problem, the
resource pool can be shared over all VDs, in contrast to the original problem
definition where a resource pool per hosting server is available for the VDs
allocated to that particular server only. For this relaxed problem statement, the
average resource pool size can be easily computed as the sum of the averages
of the VD contributions to the resource pool, as described in Equation (8).

E[ResourceP oolSizerelaxed ] =

M
X

N
X
(Ch −
(ni,h (Ri − ODi ))

h=1

+

N
X

i=1

(ni,h E[Addi ]))

(8)

i=1

The second step in the heuristic algorithm involves tracing back the solution from the relaxed problem to the original problem. This step is approached by defining how to divide the total resource pool as available in the
relaxed problem over the M servers in the infrastructure. To balance SLAviolations between servers, we pursue an equal resource pool for each server,
i.e., E[ResourceP oolSizeapprox ] = E[ResourceP oolSizerelaxed ]/M , that serves
as an approximation of the resource pool size that would be obtained by the
optimal configuration of VDs. Computation of the number of VDs of each subscription type, as those found in the relaxed solution can simply be divided
by the number of servers. For a heterogeneous server park, a proportional
division provide the optimal continuous number of VDs of the various subscription types. The resulting value of VDs per server requires to be rounded
to the lower discrete value. To allocate the remaining VDs that are not yet
allocated due to fractioning in the distinct servers, a best-fit strategy can be
adopted to host these as well.
Finally, the heuristic allocation strategy results in a configuration as described below:
– Step 1: Even distribution of VDs over all servers
The base number of VDs of subscription type i on each host is given by:
nbase
= ni /M
i

(9)
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– Step 2: Allocation of VD fractions The number of fractioned VDs to be
allocated and spread in a best-fit way over the servers is given by:
nfi ractioned = ni %M

(10)

4 Experimental results
4.1 Experiment setup
To assess the impact of applying a resource pool with overbooking for multiple subscription types, we consider two subscription types, golden and silver
to be distributed optimally over the servers in a DaaS environment. For the
golden subscription type, the SLA defines that in 99.865% of the resource
requests, the requested resources will be allocated to the VD of the user.
Assuming the request sizes of these subscribers to be normally distributed
around 25000 resources with a standard deviation of 5000, a reservation of
Rg = Fg−1 (99.865%) = µg + 3σg = 40000 resource units ensures this guarantee
to be fullfilled. The silver subscription type has less guarantee: 84.135% of the
resource requests will be integrally allocated. We assume the VDs of these subscribers to be normally distributed around 10000 resources with a standard deviation of 1500. Hence, a reservation of Rs = Fs−1 (84.135%) = µs +σs = 11500
resource units ensures meeting the promised allocation guarantee. These distributions were obtained by the observation that the resource requirement of
a virtual desktop depends on many factors such as the amount of active applications and events in the operating system. Assuming that the central limit
theorem [17] can be applied drives to model the resource request distribution
for a virtual desktop of type i as a normal distribution N (µi , σi2 ). The choice
of means µi are derived from the planning guide described in [18], that states
that a server is able to host on average 10 normal VDs or 4 heavy VDs. For
our experiments, we chose the golden subscription type to use heavy VDs and
the silver subscribers to use normal VDs.
Assuming that the service provider uses a cost model such that a fair
customer service is obeyed, the conditions discussed in Section 3.1 state that
the revenue per reserved resource unit should be equal for each subscription
type. Assuming that for the golden subscription, a revenue αg of 400 credits
per reserved resource is set, the subscription fee for the silver subscription
αg Rs
= 115 credits per reserved
is determined proportionaly to yield αs = R
g
resource.
When considering resource overbooking within a customer service founded
on fairness between subscription types, the penalties involved with breaking
the negotiated guarantee to allocate the requested resources to the customer’s
VD are determined as described in Section 3.2. Assuming the penalty per SLA
violation for the golden subscriptions is set to a reasonable 1/8th of αg , the
penalty for the silver user is derived depending on the overbooking degree.
The derived configurations for the experiment are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1 Overview of the configurations applied for the experiments.
Subscription type
& request distribution
Golden (N(25000, 50002 ))
Silver (N(10000, 15002 ))

Ri
40000
11500

SLA
guarantee (%)
99.865
84.135

αi
400
115

Overbooking
1000
2000
3000
βi
βi
βi
-50
-50
-50
-34.7
-32.4
-49.2

Using these assumptions, we have simulated VD resource requests, resource
overbooking and resource allocations in an extension of the CloudSim 2.0
environment [19]. CloudSim is a discrete event simulator for modeling and
simulating cloud computing infrastructures and services. The extensions to
this simulation environment include the provisioning for reserving resources
for VDs and the facilities to gather resources in a resource pool as well as to
distribute them to extracting VDs. While simulating 1600 VD requests per
VD per simulation, 30 iterations per experiment were executed. We assume
a user base of 10 golden subscription VDs and the remainder to be silver
subscription VDs, and assume a homogeneous server park with a capacity of
each individual server of 150000 resources.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 No overbooking
When no overbooking is applied and given the capacity of the servers in the
server park, the amount of VDs of each subscription type that can be cohosted on each server is easily determined. Knowing the number of VDs of
each type, the revenue yielded by the server can be computed according to the
model in Equation (1). Table 2 presents the outcome of these computations
for the possible co-hosting configurations of subscription types in our experiments. From these options, the optimum allocation of VDs to servers can be
determined. As obeying fair customer service implies that the pricing model
is set such that the revenue per reserved resource unit is equal for the different subscription types, the revenue created in this case without overbooking
is linear with respect to the total amount of resources reserved on the server.
Hence, as presented in the table, although the subscription fees were computed
for equal revenue, the different configurations persented in the table do not
create identical total revenue for the server due to the varying amount of total
reserved resources.
4.2.2 Overbooking without resource pool
When overbooking is applied, the probability of encountering SLA violations
(i.e., Pi [SLA] for subscription type i ) increases. As a result, the penalties for
SLA violations could change the revenue of co-hosting configurations which influences the preferences for co-hosting configurations of subscription types. As
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Table 2 Allocation alternatives and the resulting revenue per server in the case no overbooking is applied.
ng
ns
Reserved (resource units)
Unreserved (resource units)
Revenue (credits)

0
13
149500
500
1495

1
9
143500
6500
1435

2
6
149000
1000
1490

3
2
143000
7000
1430

Table 3 Allocation alternatives and the resulting revenue per server in the case overbooking
is applied without maintaining a resource pool. Note that for the different overbooking values
specific αi and βi are used as computed in Table 1.
Overbooking
(resource units)

1000

2000

3000

ng
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
4

Pg [SLA]
(%)
/
0.11
0.12
0.12
/
0.35
0.35
0.33
/
0.70
0.69
0.69
0.70

ns
14
10
6
3
15
11
7
3
17
13
8
4
0

Ps [SLA]
(%)
21.09
21.07
20.99
20.98
47.18
47.26
47.27
47.30
68.27
68.31
68.23
68.28
/

Unreserved
(resource units)
3000
6000
9000
1500
7500
7500
7500
7500
5500
2500
8000
5000
2000

Revenue
(credits)
1507.53
1476.81
1446.18
1522.98
1495.70
1496.37
1497.47
1498.54
1383.98
1457.74
1450.77
1524.58
1598.60

the VDs can only be allocated at most the reserved resources, the probability
of not acquiring the requested resources is fixed to 1 − Fi (Ri − ODi ), independent of other VDs on the same host. Hence, the probability of encountering
an SLA violation is defined by Fi (Ri − Fi (Ri − ODi )) as seen in the results
from the simulation presented in Table 3. These results were obtained through
simulation in CloudSim, resulting in SLA violation probabilities that comply
to the theoretical values (Pg [SLA] of 0.12%, 0.33% and 0.68%, and Ps [SLA]
of 21.08%, 47.19% and 68.27% for overbooking degrees of 1000, 2000 and 3000
resource units respectively), indicating that sufficient samples are taken to
ensure statistical relevance. Again, as different configurations of subscription
types on a server result in a varying amount of total reserved resources, the
configuration with the least unreserved resources will create the highest revenue.
4.2.3 Overbooking with resource pool
Maintaining a resource pool and reusing the spare resources collected in it
guarantees a decrease in the probability of SLA violations in comparison to
the overbooking case without resource pool. Indeed, the resource reservations
still apply but additional resources could be acquired from the resource pool,
determining the overbooking case without resource pool as the lower bound
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Table 4 Allocation alternatives and the resulting revenue per server in the case overbooking
is applied with a resource pool from which resources can be extracted. Note that for the
different overbooking values specific αi and βi are used as computed in Table 1.
Overbooking
(resource units)

ng
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
4

1000

2000

3000

Pg [SLA]
(%)
/
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
/
0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
/
0.15
0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

ns
14
10
6
3
15
11
7
3
17
13
8
4
0

Ps [SLA]
(%)
0.03
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01
2.45
0.04
< 0.01
< 0.01
13.15
6.52
0.05
< 0.01
/

Unreserved
(resource units)
3000
6000
9000
1500
7500
7500
7500
7500
5500
2500
8000
5000
2000

Revenue
(credits)
1609.83
1550
1490
1545
1713.09
1664.84
1605
1545
1844.97
1853.25
1719.80
1660
1600

2000
1800
1600

Revenueh (credits)

1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
0

1

With resource pool

2
ng

3

4

Without resource pool

Fig. 1 Comparison of the revenue created in a identical configurations of VDs, for an
overbooking degree of 3000 resource units.

on the revenue. Table 4 shows how the revenue increases due to the decrease
in SLA violations.
Figure 1 compares the revenue resulting from equal configurations for either overbooking with or without resource pool expressed as a function of the
average resource pool size per user. We can conclude that optimal configurations in the case without resource pool do not guarantee optimality for the case
with resource pool. In fact, as shown in the figure, the conclusions could as
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Table 5 Outcome of the heuristic approach for hosting 13 golden VDs and 27 silver VDs
on a homogeneous server infrastructure consisting of 5 servers with capacity 150000 resource
units each.
ng
13
3
2

Pg [SLA]
(%)
< 0.01
< 0.01
< 0.01

ns
27
5
6

Ps [SLA]
(%)
< 0.01
0.05
< 0.01

Revenue
(credits)
8305
1774.92
1490

well be adverse. Specifically, for the case without resource pool, the optimum
is dependent of the unreserved resources on the host only, while in the case
with a resource pool the size distribution of the resource pool as well as the
number of VDs that require resources from it influence the probability of SLA
violations. The figure correlates to hosting VDs as in Table 3 and Table 4, for
an overbooking degree of 3000 resource units.

4.3 Allocating Virtual Desktops in the cloud infrastructure
Applying the proposed heuristic described in Section 3.4 to distribute the
VDs for optimizing the total service revenue obtained can be computed when
considering the server park as a unified computing instance. This represents
the theoretical maximum revenue that can be obtained for the given set of
VDs and the total capacity of the infrastructure. This situation is simulated
in the CloudSim environment, where 13 golden VDs and 27 silver VDs were
hosted on a homogeneous server infrastructure composed of five servers. These
servers have a resource capacity of 150000 resource units each. The VDs to be
distributed over the infrastructure are characterized as in Table 1. The relaxed
problem, i.e., pretending the total server infrastructure is one large server,
yields a revenue of 8305 credits. When coupling back to the original problem,
the heuristic imposes that at least 13/5 = 2 golden VDs and 27/5 = 5 silver
VDs are to be hosted per server. The fractioned VDs are distributed over these
servers in a best-fit way. This results in 13%5 = 3 golden VDs and 27%5 = 2
silver VDs must be distributed over the 5 servers. Hence finally, the heuristic
states that 3 servers should host 3 golden VDs in combination with 5 silver
VDs, and the other 2 servers should host 2 golden VDs in combination with
6 silver VDs to create optimal revenue. Note that the resulting configurations
might require increasing the overbooking degree to enable accomodating all
VDs from the user base.
The results from this experiment are presented in Table 5, and show that
combined, the configurations in the server park yield 8304.7 credits, which is
less than 1% under the theoratically archievable revenue.
The performance of the proposed heuristic has been compared to results
obtained by alternative approaches to configure a predefined number of VDs on
the server infrastructure. To this end, we assume a server park of 5 servers with
capacity of 150000 resource units each. Three use cases were evaluated, i.e.,
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for user bases with 10 golden and 44 silver VDs, 16 golden and 33 silver VDs
and 19 golden and 13 silver VDs. For these use cases, adequate overbooking
degrees and cost parameters were configured. For example, an overbooking
degree of 3000 resource units is applied for the first use case where 10 golden
VDs and 44 silver VDs are to be hosted on the infrastructure. The theoretical
maximum revenue is obtained through simulation of this configuration, with
an infrastructure consisting of a single server with the combined capacity of all
servers actually deployed case, harnessing a capacity of 750000 resource units.
The resulting revenue amounted to 9060 credits as shown in Table 6. Figure 2
presents the results achieved with the three use cases, where the proposed
heuristic, indicated as spread is compared to the theoretical maximum revenue
as well as alternative approaches. For the first alternative approach considered,
mixture of the VDs of different types on one host is avoided, hence the naming
dedicated servers. The second alternative encompasses a First Come, First
Served (FCFS ) approach, where VDs are allocated to hosts as they arrive into
the system. As the arrival process is simulated by randomization, the average
value is considered as the revenue for this approach. The figure shows that the
proposed heuristic yields the highest revenue. For the cases studied, at least
99.6% of the theoretically obtainable revenue is achieved.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, the pay-as-you-go pricing model in combination with the availability of multiple subscription types to accommodate the needs of the users
is modeled for cloud and DaaS services. Gradually increasing the complexity
of the service management strategies, we derive models that indicate how optimal cost-efficient allocation of the virtual desktops to the infrastructure is
obtained. A common used technique to optimize revenue in the field of operations and logistics is resource overbooking, that is based on contracting more
resources than physically available on the server infrastructure. Applying this
technique in combination with allowing to share free resources between VDs
on the hosting server creates a situation in which the optimization problem
is NP-hard. Therefore, a heuristic is proposed that aims to spread the VDs
of the different subscription types over the server park. Using the CloudSim
environment, simulations of the theoretically validatable cases are shown to
be accurate, ensuring that the sampling size is adequately chosen. With this
simulation environment, the proposed heuristic is evaluated in terms of performance in relation to the optimum revenue that is obtained when assuming
Table 6 The resulting revenue in the case overbooking is applied with a resource pool from
which resources can be extracted, considering the server park as one large server. Note that
for the different overbooking values specific αi and βi are used as computed in Table 1
Overbooking
(resource units)
3000

ng
10

Pg [SLA]
(%)
< 0.01

ns
44

Ps [SLA]
(%)
< 0.01

Unreserved
(resource units)
6000

Revenue
(credits)
9060
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10200
10000
9800

Revenue (credits)

9600
9400
9200
9000
8800
8600
8400
8200
Theoretical maximum

Spread

Dedicated servers

FCFS average

VD configuration alternative
10 golden + 44 silver

16 golden + 33 silver

19 golden + 13 silver

Fig. 2 Comparison of the revenue achieved by the theoretical case of assuming one large
server instance, the proposed heuristic (spread), the alternative approache where mixture of
VD types on a host is avoided (dedicated servers) and a First Come First Served strategy
(FCFS) of which an average of the possible configurations is taken. Three use cases with
varying number of VDs of each type are evaluated.

that the server infrastructure is one large server with a capacity the sum of the
resources of all individual servers. The heuristic is also compared to allocation
strategies. It is shown that the proposed heuristic outperforms the others and
provides the best approximation of the theoretic optimum.
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